
THE PERFECT SCONES 

 

Adventurism born out of boredom is not necessarily the way to go! 

 

Earlier this month I decided to help out in the kitchen and having found a “failproof” recipe for 

perfect scones decided that this was my moment to shine! 

 

Keen on impressing the family the entire process was recorded photographically and sent on 

WhatsApp. Below is the series of photos that, to my ultimate embarrassment, were sent. Below 

each photo is a caption of the WhatsApp text! 

 

WhatsApp 1: STAGE 1: Making scones 

Please note the way everything in put out neatly as it is done on TV cooking shows! 

 



 

WhatsApp 2: A bit sloppy but it should all work out well! If it doesn’t we need the Polyfilla while painting the room. 

At the batter stage I should have realised that something was wrong as the batter was a bit watery! I 

however pushed on regardless. 

 

 

WhatsApp 3: The aftermath! Even had to get the vacuum cleaner out to clean up! 

What the kitchen looked like after the scones had been cut! I was correct that this could have been 

used as Polyfilla as it was not only sloppy but sticky as well and every time I added more flour it just 

got worse and the flour got everywhere. It was rather a big job cleaning this up! 

 



 

WhatsApp 4: .. in the oven and the suspense builds! 

At this stage they looked like they lacked a bit of body and in fact they were not only sloppy and 

sticky but they were decidedly puny. Being a firm believer in the power of yeast (this comes from 

years of partaking of fermented brews) I assured myself that everything was going to be OK! 

 

 

WhatsApp 5: Not a great success but the good news is Patsy and I worked out what went wrong! Please see  
post mortem at the end of all this! 

 

After leaving in the oven for twice as long as they should have been, in the hope that they would get 

a bit higher, they were a sorry sight! I don’t know whom of you remember the dog biscuits in the 

army, but these would have made them look like black forest cake! 

 



 

Figure 1WhatsApp 6: Being a firm believer that enough cream will make anything edible, we tried a couple of 
these and when we couldn’t stomach ant more passed them on to Albert! He loved them and fortunately lived 
to bark another day! 

 

POST MORTEM 

Ingredients for perfect scones 

2 1/2 cups self-raising flour 

1 teaspoon baking powder 

Pinch of salt 

1 tablespoon sugar 

40g cold butter cubed 

1 cup milk 

When I first looked at the ingredients (above) I wondered why they would put 2 x ½  cups of flower 

into the mixture! I even measured and added two half cups separately! When Patsy picked herself 

off the floor and stopped laughing she explained that recipes are not written in the metric format 

and that 2 ½ cups actually means the same as 2.5 cups.  

Having used scientific protocols and methods in various analytical laboratories all my working life I 

now want to start a campaign for the standardisation of recipe language and hope that I will receive 

the unmitigated support of all like minded husbands!!! 


